the Vehicle Assembly Building is not only the world's tallest single-story building but it's the epicenter for engineers technicians and ground operations these individuals strive to create for a better tomorrow and they need tomorrow's technology to do it today the number of wearables out there is growing extremely fast we really did find a gap in current technology to sink our teeth then we've learned that we need to high quality communication device in my 30 years as an engineer out here I don't think I've seen a project
progress faster than this ideas project

this is a device built for the user if

they don't love it we won't feel like

we've done our jobs as we continue to

meet with the users we're getting to

share that future with them and soon

we'll be sending our device into the

field with the users working in the lab

is one thing but working on the job is

everything to my knowledge there's

nothing like this out there it's very

specialized for this industry I'm very

excited about the ideas project that

we're working on to its ballooning I can
see it being a revolutionary technology